role in determining the blocking temperature of the magnetic moment. The synthesis of high-spin molecules has been considered as one possible route to the preparation of molecular-based ferromagnets.
Organic-inorganic hybrid materials have attracted a great deal of attention during the past few decades because of their ionic, electrical, magnetic and optical properties [1] [2] [3] . Only one crystal structure of an arylammonium hexachlorostannate(IV) compound has been reported previously [4] .In this study we present a new organic-inorganic hybrid compound with the formula (R-NH 3 ) 2 SnX 6 , it promises both the superior carrier mobility of inorganic semiconductors and the processability of organic materials.
The title compound, (C 7 H 8 NO 2 ) 2 (SnF 6 ), crystallized in the C2/c space group of the monoclinic system, was prepared from aminobenzoic acid and tin(II) fluoride in hydrofluoric acid. The structure can be described by alternating layers of SnF 6 2-and C 7 H 8 NO 2 + ions along the a axis. The cations and anions are linked to each other through strong hydrogen bonds, formed by all H atoms covalently bonded to the N and O atoms. This three-dimensional complex network of hydrogen bonds reinforces the cohesion of the ionic structure.
[1] Hill C.L., Chem. Rev., 1998, 98 (2BBN) . The formulation of each complex has been ascertained by an X-ray structural study. Each experiment was carried out at 100 °K, in order to prevent as much as possible dihydrogen rotation, and to help the localisation of all the hydrogen atoms around the ruthenium. These complexes have been studied as well by NMR spectroscopy and by DFT/B3LYP calculations.
In the case of 2-BBN, the highly delocalized electronic density precluded any good location in the region of the equatorial plane trans to the dihydridoborate, and the hydride positions should be considered as artefacts. To solve this problem, our X-ray structural study has been completed by calculating Fourier differences map of the electronic density observed at small (< 18°) in the equatorial plane. It was found that the racemic crystal of (1-cyanoethyl)-(piperidine)cobaloxime complex was transformed to a chiral one on exposure to visible light with retention of the single crystal form [1] . Although the crystal showed the optical rotation after photoirradiation, the molecule in the crystal was racemized. Recently we found that the chirality of the molecule was inverted to the opposite configuration when the crystal was irradiated with visible light.
The first example is the crystal of ((S)-1-ethoxycarbonylethyl) ((S)-cyclohexylamine)cobaloxime. The (S)-1-ethoxycarbonylethyl group of the complex was inverted to the opposite configuration. The R:S ratio of the chiral group was changed from 0:100 to 76:24. The second example is the crystal of ((S)-chlorocyanomethyl)(pyridine)-cobaloxime. The R:S ratio was changed from 0:100 to 80:20. The third one, which did not show the chirality inversion, is ((R)-tertbutoxycarbonylethyl)(phenylethylamine)cobaloxime. The R:S ratio of the chiral group became from 100:0 to 60:40 and was not changed to 50:50.
Such chirality changes were well explained by the cavity shape of the chiral group in the original crystals.
